CROSSWORD
No. 15,487 Set by REDSHANK

ACROSS
9 Psalm a bit out of place at christening (9)
10 Recite passages in Scillies, say (5)
11 Eliot's weaver owned one probe (7)
12 What sailors followed follows sailor (3,4)
13 Typical finish of a Russian runner (3)
14 I stay on ground to cover new policeman, changing beat (11)
17 Goods run out after a display of violence (5)
18 Clean start to minor surgery (3)
19 Odd features of play scheme in school (5)
21 Cast pay a rental to reserve theatre's last box (7,4)
23 What we do now and then during repasts (3)
25 A Republican once more rejected the Falls (7)
26 Some musical sounds from choral society too (4)
27 Shorten article leaving county (4)
28 Cooks steal paintings from royal householders (5)
29 Guarantee New Zealander's about to bag 100 in field (9)

DOWN
1 Product of Manhattan, actor initially flops (1-5)
2 Tweet about queen crossing swords (8)
3 What sustained Liberace playing apt solo No. 1 (5,5)
4 Islamic leader married in Ireland briefly (4)
5 Fool old battered helicopter controls (10)
6 Phone box here (4)
7 Instrument poking Joe's cheeks (6)
8 Distance at greens varies (8)
15 Wimpy guy stood up girl between times (5-5)
16 One of 10 feels bad with a foul cigar (5,5)
17 He climbs a slope, grasping flag of course (8)
20 Climate changes beginning to stunt old man's beard (8)
22 Approached destitute Arab? (6)
24 Three HP vehicle, possibly, or a kit (6)
26 Some musical sounds from choral society too (4)
27 Shorten article leaving county (4)
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